May 11, 2022

International law firm Cohen & Gresser is pleased to announce that its Paris office has once again been
recognized in The Legal 500’s 2022 Europe, Middle East, and Africa (EMEA) guide for its work in five
practice areas: Commercial Litigation, Employment, IT and Internet, Stock Market Litigation, and Tax. The
Legal 500 recognizes practices that are “providing the most cutting edge and innovative advice to
corporate counsel.”
Clients recognized C&G for its “ability to synthesise, analyse and argue matters” and noted that the firm
“has an extensive technical track record and is able to support French and foreign clients” on all types of
issues.
Two C&G lawyers received top-level rankings and have been recognized as “Leading Individuals” in their
respective practice areas.
•

Muriel Goldberg-Darmon: Stock Market Litigation

•

Franck Le Mentec: Transfer Pricing and International Tax

The full list of C&G lawyers recognized in The Legal 500 2022 EMEA guide includes:
•

Angéline Duffour: Employment

•

Muriel Goldberg-Darmon: Stock Market Litigation

•

Guillaume Guérin: Stock Market Litigation

•

Loïc Henriot: Commercial Litigation; Stock Market Litigation

•

Franck Le Mentec: Tax

•

Anna Milleret-Godet: Employment

•

Guillaume Seligmann: IT and Internet

•

Nicolas Vacca: Tax

About Cohen & Gresser:
Cohen & Gresser is an international law firm with offices in New York, Paris, Washington, DC, and London.
We have an outstanding record of success in high-stakes and high-profile litigation, investigations, and
transactional work for our clients, including major financial institutions and companies across the world.
Our attorneys have superb credentials, and are committed to providing the efficiency and personal service
of a boutique law firm along with the quality and attention to detail that are the hallmarks of the best firms
in the world. The firm has been recognized in a wide range of publications, including Chambers and The
Legal 500.
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